
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

As of now we are looking for a 
 

Software Developer – Backend Services (m/f/d) 
 
Digital Media Technology – rock-solid German agency group - Modern office in central Belgrade 

Your job // A challenging task 
 
 Developing services for our online marketing platform as a Software Developer (intermediate to senior level) with 

a strong focus on the backend 
 Using different technologies and software development paradigms as a toolbox to connect the worlds of 

application technologies and data engineering with Python 
 Working closely with our cross-functional team, contributing to solving appealing real-life challenges in the 

advertising domain, building reliable and efficient backend services for our platform 
 Implementing your solutions using Python and Spark, getting in touch with technologies like Hadoop, Hive, MySQL, 

Nifi, Airflow, etc. 
 
 
 Your profile // Requirements 

 University level degree in Computer Science or 
equivalent education 

 Excellent knowledge of Python and SQL 
 You are comfortable working in UNIX 

environments 
 A good understanding of data and software 

development patterns, principles, structures, and 
best practices is desirable 

 Your English is business fluent 
 Experience with the Hadoop ecosystem incl. 

Spark, HDFS, Hive, HBase and other NoSQL 
databases is a big plus 

 

 Great team of like-minded professionals, no-fuss 
management style 

 Competitive salary and benefits 
 Rock-solid, high-growth international agency 

with HQ in Hamburg, Germany; 40+ employees 
in SRB 

 Friendly working atmosphere, modern office in 
central Belgrade, state-of-the-art equipment 

 An open-minded multinational team company 
that welcomes your ideas and input 

 Caffeine and vitamins all inclusive 
 A yearly Christmas Party trip to Hamburg 

 

Please apply online at jobs@performance-technologies.de 
 
We are looking forward to receiving your application, which includes your cover letter and CV in 
English, desired salary, and earliest starting date. A detailed description of your latest projects will 
be highly appreciated! 
Should you have any questions please contact us at +381 11 205 50 85 

Our profile // What we offer 


